
Lecture 7

• Doppler effect

• Standing waves from superposition



Doppler effect
• relative motion between observer and wave 

source modifies frequency e.g. pitch of ambulance 
siren drops as it goes past

• moving source: Pablo detects               ,                   
Nancy detects               vs.              if source at 
rest
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Doppler effect:derivation
• motion of wave crest (once leaves source) 

governed by medium (not affected by source 
moving)       wave crests bunched up in front/
stretched out behind:

In time t = 3T ,
source moves 3vsT ,
wave (crest 0) moves 3vT
! 3 wave crests in
3vT " 3vsT ...= 3!±
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Doppler effect: moving 
observer

• not same as source moving: motion relative 
to medium (not just source vs. observer) 
matters...

Doppler effect for moving source



Doppler effect for EM waves

• no medium: use Einstein’s theory of 
relativity

!red =
!

1+vs/c
1!vs/c

(receding source: longer wavelength, red shift)
!blue =

!
1!vs/c
1+vs/c

(approaching source: shorter wavelength, blue shift)
where vs is the speed of the source relative to the observer



Example of Doppler effect

• A friend of yours is loudly singing a single note at 400 Hz 
while racing toward you at 25.0 m/s on a day when the 
speed of sound is 340 m/s. What frequency (a) do you 
hear?(b) does your friend hear if you suddenly start 
singing at 400 Hz?



...so far, single traveling wave...

• this/next week:                                
superposition (combination of 2 or more 
waves)                                        
applications to lasers, musical instruments...

• today:                                                 
basic principle                                  
standing waves (2 waves traveling in 
opposite direction)



Principle of Superposition
• Two particles can’t occupy same point of              

at same time, waves can...                                
(pass thru’ each other)

• displacement of medium due to 2                       
or more waves present at same time        and 
same point is given by sum of             
displacements due to each wave

Dnet =
!n

i=1 Di

observe solid blue line 



Standing Waves: graphical (I)
• Two sine waves (same f, A,   ) traveling in opposite 

directions: superposition is wave, but not moving
!



Standing Waves: graphical (II)
• Nodes (point never move,        apart):            

displacements of 2 waves have same      
magnitude, but opposite sign at all times 
(destructive interference):

• Antinodes (maximum amplitude): two waves          
in phase, net displacement twice...               
(constructive interference):

• intensity         : maximum/zero at              
antinodes/nodes

!/2

! A2

D1 = !D2 " Dnet = 0

D1 = +D2 ! Dnet = 2D1



Standing Waves: mathematical

• not a function of           , not a traveling wave: 
each point has SHM with amplitude A(x)

• nodes:                                                        
(spacing of nodes       )

DR = a sin(kx! !t), DL = a sin(kx + !t)
D(x, t) = DL + DR = A(x) cos !t

amplitude function

!/2
A = 0 for kxm = 2!

" xm = m! ! xm = m"
2

(x± vt)

several times



Summary of traveling vs. standing wave

• Traveling: (i) same A for all x and                            
(ii) at given t, different x at different point of cycle

• Standing: (i) A varies with x and                             
(ii) at given t, all x at same point in cycle             
(e.g. maximum at               )

Wave: particles undergoing collective/correlated SHM

a sin (kx! !t)

(2a sin kx) cos !t
A(x)

(x! vt)

cos !t = 1

(in general function of           )

(in general, function of x . function of t)


